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Abstract
In geographic routing, nodes got to maintain up-to-date positions 
of their immediate neighbors for creating effective forwarding 
selections. Periodic broadcasting of beacon packets that contain 
the geographic location coordinates of the nodes may be a popular 
technique employed by most geographic routing protocols to take 
care of neighbor positions. We tend to contend and demonstrate 
that periodic beaconing notwithstanding the node quality and 
traffic patterns within the network isn’t engaging from each 
update price and routing performance points of read. We tend 
to propose the adaptive Position Update (APU) strategy for 
geographic routing, that dynamically adjusts the frequency of 
position updates supported the quality dynamics of the nodes and 
also the forwarding patterns within the network. APU is based on 
2 straightforward principles: 1) nodes whose movements are more 
durable to predict update their positions additional oftentimes (and 
vice versa), and (ii) nodes nearer to forwarding ways update their 
positions additional oftentimes (and vice versa). Our theoretical 
analysis, which is valid by NS2 simulations of a widely known 
geographic routing protocol, Greedy Perimeter homeless Routing 
Protocol (GPSR), shows that APU will considerably cut back the 
update price and improve the routing performance in terms of 
packet delivery magnitude relation and average end-to-end delay 
compared with periodic beaconing and alternative recently planned 
change schemes. The advantages of APU are any confirmed by 
endeavor evaluations in realistic network eventualities, that 
account for localization error, realistic radio propagation, and 
thin network.
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I. Introduction 
WITH the growing quality of positioning devices (e.g., GPS) and 
different localization schemes [1], geographic routing protocols 
have become a choice to be used in mobile unintended networks 
[2-4]. The underlying principle employed in these protocols 
involves selecting consecutive routing hop from among a node’s 
neighbours that is geographically highest to the destination. Since 
the forwarding call is predicated entirely on native knowledge, 
it obviates the necessity to make and maintain routes for every 
destination. By virtue of those characteristics, position-based 
routing protocols area unit extremely ascendible and notably 
strong to frequent changes within the network topology. 
Moreover, since the forwarding call is made on the fly, every node 
continually selects the optimum next hop supported the foremost 
current topology. Many studies [2, 5] have shown that these 
routing protocols provide vital performance enhancements over 
topology-based routing protocols like DSR [6] and AODV [7]. 
The forwarding strategy used within the said geographic routing 
protocols needs the subsequent information: 1) the position of the 
ultimate destination of the packet and 2) the position of a node’s 
neighbors. The former can be obtained by querying a location 
service like the Grid Location System (GLS) [8] or assemblage 

[9]. To obtain the latter, every node exchanges its own location info 
(obtained exploitation GPS or the localization schemes mentioned 
in [1]) with its neighboring nodes. This enables every node to build 
an area map of the nodes at intervals its locality, often referred 
to because the native topology. However, in things wherever 
nodes area unit mobile or once nodes typically cut and on, the 
native topology seldom remains static. Hence, it’s necessary that 
every node broadcasts its updated location info to any or all of its 
neighbors. These locations update packets area unit sometimes 
referred to as beacons. In most geographic routing protocols (e.g., 
GPSR [2], [10], [11]), beacons area unit broadcast sporadically 
for maintaining a correct neighbor list at every node. Position 
updates area unit pricey in some ways. Every update consumes 
node energy, wireless information measure, and will increase the 
risk of packet collision at the medium access management (MAC) 
layer. Packet collisions cause packet loss that in turn affects the 
routing performance thanks to bated accuracy in decisive the right 
native topology (a lost beacon broadcast isn’t retransmitted). A 
lost knowledge packet does get retransmitted, however at the 
expense of magnified end-to-end delay. Clearly, given the value 
related to transmitting beacons, it is smart to adapt the frequency 
of beacon updates to the node quality and the traffic conditions 
at intervals the network, instead of employing a static periodic 
update policy. For instance, if certain nodes area unit oftentimes 
dynamic their quality characteristics (speed and/or heading), it is 
smart to frequently broadcast their updated position. However, for 
nodes that don’t exhibit vital dynamism, periodic broadcasting of 
beacons is wasteful. Further, if solely little share of the nodes area 
unit concerned in forwarding packets, it’s redundant for nodes 
that area unit placed way away from the forwarding path to use 
periodic beaconing as a result of these updates don’t seem to be 
helpful for forwarding the present traffic.

II. Related Work
In geographic routing, the forwarding call at every node is based 
on the locations of the node’s one-hop neighbors and location of 
the packet destination in addition. A forwarding node so must 
maintain these 2 varieties of locations. Many works, e.g., GLS [8], 
gathering System [9], have been projected to find and maintain 
the situation of destination. However, the upkeep of one-hop 
neighbour location has been usually neglected. Some geographic 
routing schemes, e.g., [14-15], merely assume that a forwarding 
node is aware of the situation of its neighbors. While others, 
e.g., [2, 10-11], use periodical beacon broadcasting to exchange 
neighbors’ locations. In the periodic beaconing theme, every node 
broadcasts a beacon with a set beacon interval. If a node doesn’t 
hear any beacon from a neighbor for a precise interval, called 
neighbor time-out interval, the node considers this neighbor has 
alienated of the radio vary and removes the noncurrent neighbor 
from its neighbor list. The neighbor time-out interval usually is 
multiple times of the beacon interval.
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III. Existing System
In geographic routing, the forwarding call at every node relies on 
the locations of the node’s one-hop neighbors and site of the packet 
destination similarly. A forwarding nodes thus must maintain these 
2 kinds of locations. Many works, e.g., GLS, gathering System, 
are projected to find and maintain the situation of destination. 
However, the upkeep of one-hop neighbors’ location has been 
typically neglected. Some geographic routing schemes, merely 
assume that a forwarding node is aware of the situation of its 
neighbors. Whereas others use periodical beacon broadcasting 
to exchange neighbors’ locations. 
In the periodic beaconing theme, every node broadcasts a beacon 
with a set beacon interval. If a node doesn’t hear any beacon from 
a neighbor for a precise quantity, known as neighbor time-out 
interval, the node considers this neighbor has detached of the 
radio vary and removes the noncurrent neighbor from its neighbor 
list. The neighbor time-out interval typically is multiple times of 
the beacon interval.

IV. Disadvantages
Position updates square measure pricey in some ways. 
Each update consumes node energy, wireless information measure, 
and will increase the danger of packet collision at the medium 
access management (MAC) layer. 
Packet collisions cause packet loss that successively affects the 
routing performance owing to small accuracy in determinant 
the right native topology (a lost beacon broadcast isn’t 
retransmitted). 
A lost knowledge packet will get retransmitted, however at the 
expense of hyperbolic end-to-end delay. Clearly, given the price 
related to transmission beacons, it is sensible to adapt the frequency 
of beacon updates to the node quality and also the traffic conditions 
at intervals the network, instead of using a static periodic update 
policy. As an example, if sure nodes square measure of dynamical 
their quality characteristics (speed and/or heading), it is sensible to 
oft broadcast their updated position. However, for nodes that don’t 
exhibit important dynamism, periodic broadcasting of beacons 
is wasteful. Further, if solely a tiny low proportion of the nodes 
square measure concerned in forwarding packets, it’s surplus for 
nodes that square measure set far from the forwarding path to use 
periodic beaconing as a result of these updates don’t seem to be 
helpful for forwarding this traffic.

V. Proposed System
In this paper, we tend to propose a completely unique beaconing 
strategy for geographic routing protocols known as adaptive 
Position Updates strategy (APU).
APU incorporates 2 rules for triggering the beacon update method. 
the primary rule, referred as quality Prediction (MP), uses an 
easy quality prediction theme to estimate once the placement 
data broadcast within the previous beacon becomes inaccurate. 
Successive beacon is broadcast providing the anticipated error 
within the location estimate is larger than an exact threshold, 
therefore standardization the update frequency to the dynamism 
inherent within the node’s motion.
The second rule, referred as On-Demand Learning (ODL), aims 
at up the accuracy of the topology on the routing ways between 
the act nodes. ODL uses associate degree on-demand learning 
strategy, whereby a node broadcasts beacons once it overhears the 
transmission of a knowledge packet from a brand new neighbor 
in its section. This ensures that nodes concerned in forwarding 
information packets maintain a additional up-to date read of the 

native topology. On the contrary, nodes that aren’t within the 
section of the forwarding path area unit unaffected by this rule 
and don’t broadcast beacons terribly of times.

VI. Advantages
Our theme eliminates the drawbacks of periodic beaconing by 
adapting to the system variations.
The simulation results show that APU will adapt to quality and 
traffic load well. for every dynamic case, APU generates less 
or similar quantity of beacon overhead as different beaconing 
schemes however win higher performance in terms of packet 
delivery quantitative relation, average end-to-end delay and 
energy consumption. Within the second set of simulations, we 
tend to valuate the performance of APU below the thought of 
many real-world effects like a practical radio propagation model 
and localization errors. 
The in depth simulation results ensure the prevalence of our 
planned theme over different schemes. the most reason for of these 
enhancements in APU is that beacons generated in APU area unit 
a lot of targeted on the routing methods, whereas the beacons all 
told different schemes area unit a lot of scattered within the whole 
network. As a result, in APU, the nodes set within the hotspots, 
that area unit liable for forwarding most of the info traffic within 
the network have Associate in Nursing up-to-date read of their 
native topology, so leading to improved performance.

VII. Mobility Prediction Rule
This rule adapts the beacon generation rate to the frequency with 
that the nodes amendment the characteristics that govern their 
motion (velocity and heading). The motion characteristics are 
enclosed within the beacons broadcast to a node’s neighbors. 
The neighbors will then track the node’s motion using easy linear 
motion equations. Nodes that regularly change their motion ought 
to oftentimes update their neighbors, since their locations square 
measure ever-changing dynamically. On the contrary, nodes that 
crawl don’t ought to send frequent updates. A periodic beacon 
update policy cannot satisfy each these necessities at the same 
time, since a little update interval are wasteful for slow nodes, 
whereas a bigger update interval can result in inaccurate position 
info for the extremely mobile nodes.

Fig. 1: An Example Illustrating a Drawback of the MP Rule

VIII. Analysis of Adaptive Position Update
In this section, we tend to analyze the performance of the projected 
beaconing strategy, APU. We tend to target 2 key performance 
measures: (1) update price and (2) native topology accuracy. The 
former is measured because the total range of beacon broadcast 
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packets transmitted within the network. The latter is collectively 
measured by the subsequent 2 metrics:
Unknown neighbor magnitude relation: This is often outlined 
because the magnitude relation of the new neighbors a node isn’t 
awake to, but that are inside the radio vary of the node to the full 
number of neighbors.
False neighbor magnitude relation: This is often outlined because 
the magnitude relation of obsolute   neighbors that area unit within 
the neighbor list of a node, however have already quarantined of 
the node’s radio vary to the full range of neighbors.

IX. Conclusion
In this paper, we’ve got known the requirement to adapt the beacon 
update policy utilized in geographic routing protocols to the node 
quality dynamics and also the traffic load. We tend to projected 
the adjustive Position Update strategy to address these issues. 
The APU theme employs 2 mutually exclusive rules. The MP rule 
uses quality prediction to estimate the accuracy of the situation 
estimate and adapts the beacon update interval consequently, 
instead of victimization periodic beaconing. The ODL rule permits 
nodes along the info forwarding path to keep up associate degree 
correct view of the native topology by exchanging beacons in 
response to information packets that area unit overheard from 
new neighbors.
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